Clinton Campaign “salvage program” set to roll out “soft-kill” technology that will mimic an “invading extraterrestrial force of nearly incomprehensible scale”

Actual final Clinton Campaign Strategy: ‘Use FIRESIGN soft-kill technology to create a fake alien invasion in which Obama will pass the baton to Hillary to become President’

BY SHEPARD AMBELLAS - OCTOBER 21, 2016

WASHINGTON D.C. (INTELLIHUB) — According to a rather revealing white paper obtained by Intellihub.com, the Clinton Foundation may have recruited the Benenson Strategy Group to prepare a “salvage program” for Hillary’s current and failing presidential campaign.

According to the paper, after interviewing over 2,000 “adult Americans” via telephonic the agency collected and compiled data that offers the Clinton Campaign great insight into what needs to be done in order for Hillary to win the coming Presidential Election. And make no mistake, the information contained inside the paper is nothing less than shocking.

The strategy titled “Executive Overview: Hillary Clinton Flash-Crash to 12% Favorable, Losing 19-77% Nationally” is anticipated to be accurate within a 2 percentage point margin and shows Hillary badly losing the general election in virtually every scenario one could imagine against her rival Donald J. Trump who has unstoppable “momentum and enthusiasm.”

The executive overview goes on to point out that “distrust in the mainstream media is blunting the impact of the collective polling narrative” and shows Hillary at an all time low of only a “12%” favorable “in non-partisans.”

“Among independents, Hillary voters who are exposed to any alternative media (73%) are aware of the WikiLeaks emails and find them either disturbing,” while only “28%” of “voters who solely consume mainstream media” are aware of the WikiLeaks emails, according to the paper.

The overview concludes the need for “severe strategy changes in November” and reads:

On a positive note, most respondents who were liberal-leaning (83%) or Independent (59%) were unaware of the messaging front concerning Bill Clinton’s sexual misconduct. While the vast majority (88%) were aware of consensual extra-marital relationships, the mainstream media approach to the stories has left only 8% of liberal-leaning voters and only 19% of independents aware of the allegations of rape.
On a disturbing note, some 70% of Republican-leaning voters are aware bussed-in voting false-face operations, and dead-man’s-party registration drives. This may necessitate severe strategy changes for November.

Additionally the paper shows that between the dates of Oct 10 and Oct 13, only 13% of voters are dead set on Hillary Clinton and have already made their ‘minds made up,’ compared to 62% who are set on Donald Trump.

The data incorporated also shows that 31% of those polled wanted to see Hillary replaced with Jill Stein or even Joe Biden, who came in at 28%, then Bernie Sanders following at 18%. Moreover, 53% of those polled said that Hillary likely ‘hates everyday people,’ making it tough for her to win.

Question 16 of the poll asked pollsters ‘why Trump as the temperament to be the next president,’ with 33% answering; ‘He fights mainstream lies.’

**Why Trump voters are “virtually unstoppable”**

“Where 11% of Hard Clinton supporters could be dissuaded from voting by a strong storm and 17% would balk at a 90 minute wait, Trump’s strong support only diminishes in the events of catastrophic attacks on America. Some demographics (blue-collar white men between the ages of 30 and 64) were more likely to say they would vote in the event of an active riot standing between them and the ballot. No Clinton supporters made it past the Q20 screening question while 74% of Trump voters moved to question 21,” section II from the white paper reads, proving that Donald Trump will win in nearly every scenario.

Additionally the paper concludes that “poll-driven narratives have been pushed too far, alienating most of the voting population,” who now trust social media more than mainstream news and other sources.

**Non-recommended salvage options**

Outlandishly, yet to no surprise, the report even concludes that a “Red Dawn” scenario would not work and that using U.N. troops to infiltrate across the border would only ‘harden support for Trump.’

Then, “Cobalt Rain” was the next non-recommended option. “The public has been primed for radiological attack and stockpiles have been positioned but while the psychological impact of a Co-60 weapon is severe, the threshold of opportunity may have passed for this to stop a vote,” the paper reads.

Widespread riots, HAARP and even the activation of a more deadly strain of the Zika virus were also factored into the equation but shot down as Trump supporters are even “willing to risk lethal pathogens to vote.” Which leaves us with one final option, recommended by the group.

**Recommended salvage option: FIRESIGN**

So this is where it gets interesting.

The salvage program actually suggests using “soft-kill” weaponry against the general population of the United States in order to sway the general election results in favor of Hillary Clinton and you are never going to believe how they plan to do it!

If the document proves to be authentic, then it appears the group may have wrote the following about FIRESIGN:

*For almost two decades the Department of Defense and NASA have coordinated on a black book project under the codename FIRESIGN. FIRESIGN’s aim is to create a religious “awe effect”*
in enemy populations to create an instantaneous psychological soft-kill (obedient submission). The operation uses high powered lasers to project real- seeming images on the sodium layer 100km above the surface. These images can cover hundreds or even thousands of square miles and can appear completely real, three dimensional, and can move.

These visual cues are augmented with pulsed ELF electromagnetic emissions (see: PROJECT SANGUINE) that attack the specific areas of the prefrontal cortex that are stimulated during religious experience. In limited tests, subjects have been able to be overwhelmed on both axis of vastness (an overwhelming of the subject’s frame of reference) and a powerful need-for-accommodation. The mix of these two will produce inaction, lack of focus on self or individual interaction, and gross transformations in mental equilibrium (a Road-to-Damascus Experience).

The ability to produce these effects across 23% of the continental United States is the objective of FIRESIGN and field tests in the Levant have proven successful.

The FIRESIGN scenario is that of an invading extraterrestrial force of nearly incomprehensible scale (massive floating cities descending, god-sized “walkers” among the clouds with terrifying weapons, wheels of fire and eyes, etc.). This phenomena, when activated will bring electoral and social systems to a halt and, in afflicted areas, will permit a narrative wherein POTUS is able to “call a halt” to the invasion and then “hand over the torch” to Clinton, providing a basic continuity of state.

Projected aftermath

“The aftermath of FIRESIGN will be the psychological subjugation of areas where uprisings are most likely to occur. The induced trauma of FIRESIGN will provide ample cover to government and NGOs who will be “providing aid” (psychotropic to induce docility) and counseling services which will ensure further domestication,” the paper explains.

They plan to roll FIRESIGN out following the third debate, which took place Oct. 19!

“FIRESIGN will require a great deal of power, mobile command stations with nitrogen-cooled super-computers, and the co-opting of the ELF arrays. We have created a schedule and teams roster that can be moved into position following the third debate.”

Exercise caution until confirmed. Please comment below.
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